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Visit us:
Email: info@mckv.edu.in
FUTURE GLOBAL CITIZENS:
STRENGTHENING OUR STUDENTS’ FOUNDATION TO BUILD A BETTER TOMORROW
THREE QUESTIONS MY PRESENTATION WILL ANSWER:

1. **WHAT KIND OF LEADERS DO WE NEED FOR TOMORROW?**

2. **WHAT ARE THE 21st CENTURY SKILLS THAT WE ARE INCULCATING IN OUR BOYS TO BRING OUT THE LEADER IN THEM?**

3. **HOW WE ARE FOCUSSING ON THE HOLISTIC DEVELOPMENT OF OUR STUDENTS TO MAKE THEM ‘FUTURE READY’?**
‘A LEADER IS ONE WHO KNOWS THE WAY, GOES THE WAY AND SHOWS THE WAY’------ JOHN C. MAXWELL

QUALITIES EXPECTED IN A LEADER:

1. **VISION**: LEADERS MUST HAVE A SENSE OF PURPOSE AND AN ACTION PLAN TO SHAPE THE FUTURE

2. **COURAGE**: THEY SHOULD BE RISK TAKERS AND MUST REMAIN STEADFAST IN CHALLENGING SITUATION.

3. **PASSION**: MUST POSSESS THE PASSION TO RETAIN THEIR VISION

4. **EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE**: EMPATHY IS A MARK OF A GOOD LEADER.
5. **JUDGEMENT**: MAKING A RIGHT CALL, INVOLVE OTHERS AND TAKE EVERYONE FORWARD TOGETHER.

6. **RESILIENCE**: HAVE TO STAY OPTIMISTIC AND CALM IN A CRISIS.

7. **PERSUASION**: HAVE TO BE CONFIDENT COMMUNICATORS, STORY TELLERS, PERSUADERS AND A GREAT LISTENER.

8. **CURIOSITY**: CURIOSITY IS NECESSARY IN A LEADER FOR CREATIVE THINKING.
ALL THE PROGRAMMES THAT WE FOLLOW IN OUR SCHOOL, ACADEMIC OR CO-CURRICULAR, WE AIM TOWARDS HELPING OUR students TO discover their own leadership potential and take action to bring positive change in their environment. COLLECTIVELY WE call this ‘student leadership programme’.
AT M.C.K.V., THROUGH ‘STUDENT LEADERSHIP PROGRAMME’ WE AIM TO EMPOWER STUDENTS’ TO WORK IN PARTNERSHIP WITH THEIR TEACHERS TOWARDS SHARED GOALS AND ENABLE CREATIVITY TO FLOURISH.

THE THRUST OF THIS PROGRAMME IS TO PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR STUDENTS TO DEVELOP LEADERSHIP SKILLS THROUGH A VARIETY OF INSPIRING, CHALLENGING AND VALID PROJECTS WHICH IMPACT POSITIVELY ON LEARNING, TEACHING AND WELL BEING FOR STUDENTS, SCHOOL AND THE COMMUNITY.
THE ULTIMATE GOAL OF THIS PROGRAMME IS TO PREPARE STUDENTS FOR ACHIEVING PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL EXCELLENCE IN LIFE.

HOW WE ARE BRINGING OUT THEIR LEADERSHIP QUALITIES OR IMBIBING IN THEM THE QUALITIES AND SKILLS OF A 21st CENTURY LEADER?
COMMUNITY PROJECTS: MCKV’S OUTREACH PROGRAMMES

CAMPAIGN ON ‘ROAD SAFETY’

Project on ‘Green Earth’
GREAT THINGS NEVER HAPPEN FROM COMFORT ZONE.

PROJECT ON ‘A CLEANER INDIA’.

‘ANTI DRUG’ RALLY

ANTI- HORN CAMPAIGN
ONLY A LIFE LIVED FOR OTHERS IS A LIFE WORTHWHILE

PROJECT ON ‘CLEANLINESS’

TRAINING THE CHILDREN OF THE LOCALITY
CREATING AWARENESS ON SOCIAL AND INTERNATIONAL ISSUES

PROJECTS ON ‘GENDER SENSITIZATION’.
CREATING AWARENESS ON SOCIAL AND INTERNATIONAL ISSUES

CREATING AWARENESS ON WORLD PEACE.
CREATING AWARENESS ON SOCIAL AND INTERNATIONAL ISSUES

DEBATES AND DISCUSSIONS ON ISSUES RELATED TO ENVIRONMENT AND GENDER EQUALITY.
TRAVEL AND ADVENTURE OPPORTUNITIES – MCKV’S OUTWARD BOUND PROGRAMMES

TRAVEL MAKES ONE MODEST, YOU REALISE WHAT A TINY PLACE YOU OCCUPY IN THE WORLD
Graphotherapy, as a therapeutic tool, helps our boys to overcome challenges, and enables them to take responsibility for themselves.
‘**Good character** is not formed in a week or a month, it is created little by little, day by day; protracted and patient effort is needed to develop good character.’
Name: Sarthak Agarwal
Class :  4
Age   :  10 years
And bit the Babies in the Cradles

And at the Cheese out of rats,
and licked from the cook's own ladies,

Shilt oken the Kegs of salted sprats,

Made nests inside men's Sunday hats,

And ev'n spoiled the women chats,

By drowning their squeaking,

With shrieking and squeaking,
In fifty different shapes and fits.
★ At times the slant of writing is towards the left which shows that he suppresses his actual emotions.

★ Starting strokes in all letters signifying that he begins late.

★ The dot on letter I is not placed correctly which shows inconsistent, irritated nature.

★ Double loops in letter o tells us that he tells lies very confidently.

★ The bar on the letter t shows that he doesn’t learn from the past mistakes.

★ Formation of letter c shows that he is stubborn.

★ Angular strokes in letter g shows that he is overstressed.

★ Formation of f shows that he plans less.

★ Space between words are large showing that he lacks concentration.

★ Wide right margin signifies that Sarthak doesn’t want to take up any risk and lacks confidence.
Two pillars of our global engagement

International Boys’ Schools Coalition.

International School Award Programme (ISA), under the Aegis of British Council

Our endeavours towards encouraging our young minds identify themselves with the rest of the world.
TEACHING OUR STUDENTS TO GO BEYOND BOUNDARIES AND BE ONE WITH THE WORLD

VISIT FROM ST. CHRISTOPHER’S SCHOOL, VIRGINIA.

VISIT TO ‘MIT’—ENCOURAGING OUR BOYS TO STRIVE TO LIVE THEIR DREAM

STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAMME
TRANSFERRING HAPPINESS – BUILDING EMPATHY

SPENDING TIME WITH OUR PHYSICALLY AND MENTALLY CHALLENGED CHILDREN

THE BONDING OF LOVE – CHILDREN FROM AN ORPHANAGE TYING THE KNOT OF FRIENDSHIP.
WE MAKE A LIVING BY WHAT WE GET, BUT WE MAKE A LIFE BY WHAT WE GIVE.

TEACHING BOYS AT AN ORPHANAGE.

LENDING A HELPING HAND TO OUR MENTALLY CHALLENGED BOYS.
THE GREAT GIFT OF HUMAN BEINGS IS THAT WE HAVE THE POWER OF EMPATHY.

BRINGING A SMILE ON THEIR FACES

OUR ANCILLARY STAFF ALSO DESERVES A SMALL GESTURE OF CARE AT TIMES.
THE WORLD IS MY FAMILY— IF YOU JUDGE PEOPLE, YOU HAVE NO TIME TO LOVE THEM.

SPENDING TIME IN AN OLD-AGE HOME.
BRINGING OUT THEIR CREATIVITY, TALENT AND SKILLS OF COMMUNICATION

UNLEASHING OF TALENTS THROUGH VARIOUS WAYS.
BRINGING OUT THEIR CREATIVITY AND TALENT

ART IN ITS VARIOUS FORMS
BRINGING OUT THEIR CREATIVITY AND TALENT

CONDUCTING ASSEMBLY

DRAWINGS FOR FRIENDS

SELF- DIRECTED DRAMAS
BRINGING OUT THEIR CREATIVITY, TALENT AND SKILLS OF COMMUNICATING WELL

DESIGNING

ELOCUTION

IMAGINATION
DEVELOPING THEIR ENTREPRENEURIAL SKILLS
DEVELOPMENT OF PHYSICAL AND MENTAL HEALTH

BASKETBALL

FUN AND GAMES

CHESS---IT’S ALL IN THE MIND

COUNSELLING FOR STUDENTS

KARATE
HEALTH IS WEALTH

INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY

TRAINING OF OUR NCC CADETS

BADMINTON
STRENGTHENING THEIR ROOTS AND VALUES

A SACRED RITUAL PERFORMED BY OUR BOYS ON A SPECIAL OCCASION.

CELEBRATING ‘MOTHER’S DAY’ AND ‘FATHER’S DAY’.
IT IS IMPORTANT FOR STUDENTS TO KNOW ABOUT TRADITIONS, MYTHOLOGY AS WELL AS ABOUT THE GREAT LEADERS OF THE COUNTRY.
STRENGTHENING THEIR ROOT AND VALUES

MAKING THE GRANDPARENTS FEEL SPECIAL

OUR FOLKLORES

ONE OF OUR TRADITION AL DANCES.
MAKING OUR STUDENTS TECH-SAVVY

DEBATE ON CYBER WELL-BEING

WORKSHOP FOR PARENTS BY OUR STUDENTS
MAKING OUR STUDENTS TECH-SAVVY AND SPREADING TECHNOLOGICAL AWARENESS AMONG PARENTS

ORIENTATION OF PARENTS

COMPETITION ON WEB-PAGE DEVELOPMENT.

ROBOTICS
HELPING OUR PARENTS, OUR PARTNERS IN THE DEVELOPMENT AND WELL BEING OF OUR STUDENTS, TO EXECUTE THEIR ROLE IN A BETTER WAY

WORKSHOPS TO HELP PARENTS FOR BETTER PARENTING
CLIMB THE MOUNTAINS SO THAT YOU CAN SEE THE WORLD, NOT SO THE WORLD CAN SEE YOU.

THANK YOU
Rate this session in the 2018 IBSC Annual Conference Mobile App. Go to the workshop listing, click on the Actions tab and choose “Rate Session” to provide valuable feedback on the workshop that you just attended.”